THE    POST
always ready to share with others his wife, his snow-knife, his
cache of fish.
An apparition at the Post pulled me up one day with a shock
of amazement. I am as well aware as the next man that sexual
aberration knows no geography and no chronology, that
inversion is a phenomenon observable in ancient as in modern
times, in primitive as in civilized societies. Yet it was not in my
thoughts that I should one day see a homosexual Eskimo; and
if 1 put this man in my notebooks, and write about him now, it
is not because of his aberration but because he was, in his re-
pellent way, a singularly comic and glittering figure, at once
loathsome and fascinating.
There was never such a master of pantomime as this in-
finitely strange, perpetually agitated, and yet extraordinarily
self-possessed rogue who dropped in one afternoon from Back's
River and was off again the next day. He seemed to take it for
granted that neither Gibson nor I would understand his speech,
for immediately on coming in he began to display his talent as
mime, and he did it with obvious relish. He had no need of
words: face and hands sufficed him to paint for us his four days
on the trail. He had run out of tea on the second day, and he
wrote in sign language a poem of the brewing and drinking of
his last cup. He had started with only a little coal-oil; and in a
moment he was coaxing the last drop of oil out of an invisible
tin, aping marvellously — how he did it I do not know — the
very tin itself, showing us with his hands what emptiness was.
He simulated the mangy dogs trotting with lowered heads and
flopping ears, their rumps convulsed and tense with fear of the
whip. He acted out for us the sled bumping and scraping over
the pack ice for want of mud on its runners. Forgetting himself
momentarily, he would speak rapid words, but his pantomime
went faster than his words, and he would fasten his eyes on your
face with the shrewdness and the childish self-satisfaction of an old
actor, as if saying, 'Don't you admire the way I am doing this?*
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